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Dedication

“Here and Now” is dedicated to the hundreds of students I had 
the pleasure of bringing to Orff Schulwerk and the soprano 
recorder while teaching in the Nyack Public School Sytem for 
over three decades (including my son and co-author, Chris 
Thomas!)  They gave me enormous delight, and I will ever 
remember their energies, talents, and love.  It is also dedicated 
to a magical teacher, Prof. Hilda Tenta, who first opened my 
heart and fingers to the recorder in Salzburg, Austria, during 
the Special Orff Schulwek Course in 1970-1971.  I thank her 
often for this life-long gift.

Judith A. Thomas-Solomon

Warmest thanks to musicians Lon and Lois Manalia for their 
musical contributions to “Here and Now”, and to Jay Bursky of 
Sutdio J for his inventive layout.

Judith A. Thomas-SolomonSAMPLE
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PREFACE

The title for this volume, “Here and Now” comes from an Upper Nyack Elementary third-
grader who once wisely observed the significance of appreciating the “here and now” of life, 
expressed in a classroom poem he wrote.  Ben realized being a “good caterpillar” along the 

way was just as important as ultimately becoming a butterfly:

“I am a caterpillar
here and now.
I am a good caterpillar; but
I will grow
and leam

soaring, diving,

Ben Korn, Miss Anderson’s Third Grade, Age 9

Like the first volume, “Three to Get Ready”, “Here and Now” believes it is a very good thing 
to appreciate the “now” in learning; that it is highly desirable to make early recorder playing 
musical at all stages, and to fully celebrate every phase of growth - from the first note to the 
first five and on.  Thus in this volume, young “musical caterpillars” playing the “B-A-G-E-D” 
range are making beautiful, memorable music, “Here and Now”.

The inventive accompaniments by Emmy-award-winning film-score composer, Christopher 
James Thomas, as with “Three to Get Ready”, take students through an array of folk and 
composed pieces in different meters and modes, moods and styles, intended to instruct, 
delight, motivate, and further solidify soprano recorder skills.  Orff Schulwerk activities 
such as singing, movement, and improvisation are laced throughout the lessons, and student 
activity sheets are included to reinforce written notation skills appropriate to 3rd grade 
and on.  CD recording routines and teaching suggestions guide the teacher through ways of 
presenting the materials.

The concluding mini-musical with CD accompaniment reminds students that throughout 
their musical journey, “good things take time”, and that they are beautiful musicians during 
every stage of their exploration.

Our heartfelt wish is that you and your students enjoy the making of this music, “Here and 
Now.”

Judith A. Thomas-Solomon Christopher James Thomas
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Track Description

14 Overture:
Harp glissando, and excerpts of “I Am A Caterpillar”, “Entering Theme for Main 
Caterpillar”, “I’m Feeling Rather ‘List-tle-less’”, Harp Glissando, “Follow Your 
Dreams”, “Egg, Larvae, Caterpillar, Chrysalis, Butterfly” which leads the Entr’Acte 
music for the Main Caterpillar to enter crawling and chewing (bassoon and rachet)

15 Harp glissando leading to “mysterious music” which serves as background for the 
Caterpillar’s dialogue.  Lines are spoken after each 3-note cue.  The CD is stopped 
when the dialogue is finished.

16 Song: “I Am A Caterpillar” - 16 beats of percussion introduction.  16 more beats for 
speech section.  This leads without stopping to the “mysterious” background music 
which is stopped on the word, “sky” of “I will soar off into the sky” which the MC 
speaks.

17 Song: Reprise of “I Am A Caterpillar” with the following chords repeated in a three 

measure introduction:

                                                                e      q        e        Œ        Œ
The song leads immediately to exit music with no stop.

18 Background music reprise of oboe and bassoon theme as main caterpillar crawls 
and eats his leaf.

19 Song: (Solo MC) 8 slow beats of introduction, “I’m Feeling Rather Lis-tle-less”.

20 Song: “Follow Your Dreams” with 4 measure intro in 3/4 meter.

21 Long minor harp glissando leading to a G7 glissando leading to a 3 second pause 
where all the caterpillars speak, “SO ARE WE”, leading to a kettle drum roll and the 
up-beat dance verion of “Follow Your Dreams”.

22 Song with fast intro of one beat of snare riff: “Egg, Larvae, Caterpillar, Chrysalis, 
Butterfly” which leads directly into the music for taking of bows:

1.  Full cast, step forward, step back
2.  SDP Caterpillars come forward, step back
3.  Caterpillars #3 - 8 come forward, step back
4.  Main Caterpillar bows last and remains a bit longer before 

stepping back
5.  All cast forms huge semi-circle and takes final bow

     CLOSED CURTAIN (remaining music continues for audience 
to exit on.)

     FINIS

SAMPLE
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Sequence

 is the follow-up volume to .   As with the original 

volume,  is to be used sequentially, and is organized by the introduction 
of the new notes “E and D” (added to B-A-G) and new dotted rhythms and meters not 
found in the previous volume.  Some of the “studies” rehearse the students in inventive 
ways, making their practicing musical and engaging, and preparing them for notes to 
be used later in longer songs and instrumental pieces.  It is targeted optimally for 3rd 
grade, but also works well for beginners who might be starting soprano recorder in 4th 
grade, or evenfor  5th-graders with little musical experience.

The styles of the music found in  span 14th C. music through folk, 
funk, reggae, rag, layered African, gospel, composed songs, composed instrumentals, 
and more.  They are designed to be fresh, fun, musical, global, and supportive to the 
students as they solidify their early recorder.  The pieces also offer a continuation of 
other Orff Schulwerk activities through their use of movement, singing, improvisation, 
and the playing of the soprano recorder.

 pieces have been designed by composer Chris Thomas to always allow 
a “space” for the student soprano recorder, so that they become an integral part of the 
ensemble.

Pedagogy

Besides the teaching suggestions written for every piece, many other entries into the 
material are possible - such as:

inviting students to take melodic dictation

figuring out the form of the work without help from the teacher

identifying main instruments

creating a new group piece using the given note patterns and form

improvising movement or designing a fixed choreography for 
programmatic use

As in good Orff Schulwerk tradition, the teacher is encouraged to “play” with the 
pedagogy.

Student Activity Sheets

The reproducible student sheets can be used before, during, or after a piece or study 
is taught.  Some sheets provide additional information about the music or dance.  On 
the sheets for “studies” there will be only short ostinati to write; on others, students 
might be completing the whole melody.

SAMPLE
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Movement

Guidance by the teacher to students, on how to relate appropriate movement to the 
music, is always helpful and desirable.  One way to build a movement vocabulary is 
to explore the eight movement qualities put forth by Educational Movement Specialist 
Rudolph Laban, which encompass all possible movements.  (The anagram “SPPGWFFD” 
will help students remember all eight qualities:)

SLOW/HEAVY FAST/HEAVY SLOW/LIGHT FAST/LIGHT

PRESS SLASH FLOAT DAB

WRING PUNCH GLIDE FLICK

For example, in the study “River Mist” there is a long and gradual crescendo in the 
piece’s middle designed for movement.  After hearing the music, students could 
select those qualities from the eight they felt best represented the mood of the piece 
(probably float, glide, press, wring), and try them out apart from the CD.  They might 
explore starting their movements from a variety of departure places suggested by the 
teacher: shoulders, elbows, back, leg; first in place, (“stationary”) and then “taking 
their movements into space” (“locomotion”.)  When the CD would be finally added, 
they might then combine all their previous explorations, adding intensity and size to 
their movements to coordinate with the dynamics they hear.  From these resulting 
improvisations, individual student ideas might emerge which could eventually evolve 

into a fixed choreography for program presentations.

Tonguing Technique

It would be helpful to remind students throughout the use of this volume of the 
continued need for beginning each note with the tongue, and always blowing just 
enough air to produce a good tone.  Always welcome are demonstrations by the teacher 
and peers of what a good tone is.  Many of the pieces within “Here and Now” benefit 
from more sophisticated tonguing techniques such as staccato in Wild Dance, Whistlin’ 
in the Dark, Wisdom, two-note phrasing in “BE” Happy Rag, Whistlin’ in the Dark and 
legato tonguing in Follow Your Dreams, River Mist, Waltz for D and more.  Students 
echoing the teacher in tonguing warm-ups set up an ear/tongue coordination easily 

applied in “Here and Now”.

Since the songs and pieces plus some dialogue in the musical are all supported by 
recorded and numbered “bands” of accompaniment, it will reguire using a CD player 
which shows those reference numbers. and one which has a substantial speaker system 
or the option to plug into amplification.  The sound should be full and aimed in the 
direction of the stage so that students hear it well, in order to coordinate singing, 
dancing, dialogue, and the playing of the recorder.  It would be helpful to have an 
assistant run the CD who has rehearsed often with the group.

And of course, for those with Orff instrumentariums, your own class-developed 
accompaniments and created orchestrations would be another creative way to present 

“Everything Good Takes Time.”

JTS
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: tabor drum, vielle, triangle, 
soprano recorders, krumhorns (sampled authentic 
instruments)

INTRODUCTION: 2/4 - A B A B A (Additive) (2 
measures) (8 measures for each section thereafter)

1. Using the student activity sheet as a departure, 
discuss how cultures all over the world have 
always needed to dance; read the information 
about the period and the Estampie dance below 
the illustration.  Show Bruegel paintings such as 
“Peasant Dance”, 1556 C.

2. Before playing the CD, lead students to the 
adapted dance step for the Estampie through a 
“high-low” sound game:

 Assign two differently pitched instruments such 
as bongo, temple block, etc. to the right and left 
feet.  Instruct students to listen to the 8-beat 
patterns being played by the T., and to then echo 
those patterns, transferring them to their feet.

Example:
a)  T plays: 

Students
walk: 

b)  T plays:   

Students
walk: 

Continue to improvise about 4 more patterns 
using:

(dotted figures require skipping)….and finally 
introduce the pattern to be used in New 
“E”stampie:

q           q         q         q       q        q       q      q         q           q         q         q        q       q        q      q
T:    L   H   L   L  H   L  H  H   L    H   L   L  H   L  H  H   

Students respond:

 q           q         q         q         q         q        q      q        q           q         q         q         q         q        q      q
      L     R     L    L     R     L   R   R    L     R     L    L     R     L   R    R

     (Hopping on the last beat of each figure ala 
polka step.)

Ask students to do this on all A sections and 
simply walk
          q q q q
on all B sections.  Imagine doing this in very long 
lines through a Medieval village.

 
3. RECORDER:   Ask students to “sing and finger” 

the new note “E”, then blow it gently, echoing 
the T’s rhythm, and notating it on their activity 
sheet.  Explain how they will change to “G” 
on the B sections.  Divide group into recorder 
players and dancers and enjoy a New E”stampie 
and a new note “E”.

q q q q q q q Œ
right left right left right left right

JTS/CJT
CD Track 1

Incorporation of a new note, “E”, into an ala 
Medieval setting, with movement and form 
awareness

A section:   B section:

    Student Activity Sheet              Completed  Activity Sheet  

q q q q q q q q q Œ
R L R L R L R L R

H L H L H L H L H

high low high low high low high

q q q h q q.

INTRO

A

B

12
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A B

People have always loved to dance and make music.  This was even true in the 13th Century in 

know it had 3 sections (we are using only two parts of the form.)  We also know from paintings 
it was an actual dance, probably with a lot of hopping.  Villagers would join hands and form long 
lines dancing through the town and around trees.

A BSAMPLE




